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The ignorance of this polemic is beyond belief. To take just a few examples: 

Trump called undocumented immigrants “animals” 

Undocumented immigrants are illegal immigrants. Try crossing the Chinese 
border or Indian border illegally. You’d have a good chance of being shot. 

Trump’s reference to animals was specifically aimed at M13. Check out some of the 
horrors these animals have perpetrated, especially against women, then get back 
to me. 

Trump falsely suggested that Syrian refugees could be ISIS fighters in disguise. 

In 2013, a woman who came to the United States in 1998 was stripped of her 
citizenship and given a 10 year sentence when it was revealed she had been 
complicit in the Rwandan genocide. The lesson of that is that not everyone who 
claims to be a refugee or “asylum seeker” is worthy of belief. These people need to 
be screened for your benefit as much as anyone else’s. 

Documenting the lies of Elizabeth Warren is not “racist” anymore than is calling 
the dumb Don Lemon dumb. 

The Trail Of Tears led to less than 20,000 deaths, not hundreds of thousands as 
you claim. That is bad enough, but do some proper research before you exploit 
human suffering. 

“When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best — they’re not 
sending you. They’re not sending you. They’re sending…They’re rapists.” 

“Their rapists” — important distinction as you well know. 
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“Trump falsely claimed that migrants bring diseases into the United States.” 

Check out the black vlogger Anthony Brian Logan who goes much further than 
Trump. Then check out the vaccinations you require to enter certain countries: 

https://www.iamat.org/country-health-
advice?gclid=CjwKCAjwlovtBRBrEiwAG3XJ-5OwBAjk-KEaUQmaV-
bh7v76t0wyXG2utPa8AAiIYSjIUje7vAj6xRoCRo0QAvD_BwE 

Trump took aim at four congresswomen of color — non-whites are not above 
criticism; neither are women, especially women as dishonest as you. 
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